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Come, let's be mer__ry, let's be air__y. 'Tis a

fol__ly to be__ sad; For, since the world's gone
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mad, mad, mad, Why a-lone should we be

wise, And like dull fools, and like dull fools,

Rall.

Like dull fools gaze on other men's

Rall.
A Tempo

joys.

Let not to mor row bring you

A Tempo

sor row While the stream of life flows on;

But when the cheerful day is gone, Still en -
deavor or that the next Shall be as gay.

Shall be as gay. Be as gay and as

little perplexed.

Rall. . . . . . A Tempo

Rall. . . . . . A Tempo
If you have leisure, follow pleasure,

Let not an hour of joy pass by:

For, as the fleeting moments fly, Time, it will your
youth decay; Then try to live, then try to

try to live, Then try to live and enjoy while

you may.

A Tempo

A Tempo
Thentry to try to live.

Then try to live.

Then try to live.

Then try to live.

and enjoy while you
may.

Release in Tempo

Then try to live.

Release in Tempo